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Synchrotron intensity gradient revealing
magnetic fields in galaxy clusters

Yue Hu 1,2 , C. Stuardi 3,4, A. Lazarian 2 , G. Brunetti4, A. Bonafede3,4 &
Ka Wai Ho2,5

Magnetic fields and their dynamical interplay with matter in galaxy clus-
ters contribute to the physical properties and evolution of the
intracluster medium. However, the current understanding of the origin
and properties of cluster magnetic fields is still limited by observational
challenges. In this article, we map the magnetic fields at hundreds-kpc
scales of five clusters RXC J1314.4-2515, Abell 2345, Abell 3376, MCXC
J0352.4-7401, and El Gordo using the synchrotron intensity gradient
technique in conjunction with high-resolution radio observations from
the Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA) and the Karoo Array Telescope
(MeerKAT). We demonstrate that the magnetic field orientation of radio
relics derived from synchrotron intensity gradient is in agreement with
that obtained with synchrotron polarization. Most importantly, the syn-
chrotron intensity gradient is not limited by Faraday depolarization in the
cluster central regions and allows us to map magnetic fields in the radio
halos of RXC J1314.4-2515 and El Gordo. We find that magnetic fields in
radio halos exhibit a preferential direction along the major merger axis
and show turbulent structures at higher angular resolution. The results
are consistent with expectations from numerical simulations, which
predict turbulent magnetic fields in cluster mergers that are stirred and
amplified by matter motions.

Magnetic fields are a ubiquitous aspect of the cosmos1–3, and the
largest-scale cosmic magnetic fields observed to date are found in
galaxy clusters4–7. These magnetic fields are a fundamental part of
cosmic magneto-genesis, either arising from the turbulent amplifica-
tion of seed fields or being injected by active galactic nuclei and
galaxies8,9. They are critical to maintaining energy balance within the
intracluster medium (ICM) through heat conduction10,11, coupling
cosmic rays (CRs) to the intracluster gas12–14, and generating synchro-
tron radiation by gyrating CR electrons15. Despite the crucial impor-
tance, the origin ofmagnetic fields in ICM remains the grand challenge
problem. To check the existing theoretical predictions that the

magnetic field can be amplified during galaxy mergers16–19, a compre-
hensive understanding of magnetic-field topology in galaxy clusters is
imperative.

The studyofmagneticfields in galaxy clusters is typically basedon
observing polarized radio emissions from background or embedded
radio galaxies and diffuse synchrotron sources. The Faraday Rotation
Measure (RM) of a polarized source, obtained from the rotation of its
polarization angle with wavelength, reveals the line-of-sight (LOS)
magnetic field weighted by thermal electron density. An RM grid
constructed using many background polarized sources provides a
valuable probe of the cluster’s magnetic-field structure20,21. This
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approach established that the magnetic fields of the cluster were tur-
bulent and tangled on spatial scales between 5 and 500 kpc22. How-
ever, these findings are limited by the number of detected background
polarized sources, and the uncertainties related to the RM grid inter-
pretation are still not well defined23. The plane-of-the-sky (POS)
magnetic-field orientation is revealed by direct detection of linearly
polarized emission1,24, but, aswe discussed further, this way of probing
the magnetic field fails for most of the galactic cluster volume.

Polarized diffuse synchrotron emissions, particularly from radio
relics and halos, allow the study of magnetic fields within selected
regions of galaxy clusters. For instance, strongly polarized radio relics
(with polarization fraction up to 60%) that are typically located at the
cluster’s periphery can be explored this way6,19,25. However, depolar-
ization effects, such as Faraday depolarization caused by thermal
electrons and turbulent magnetic fields along the LOS, as well as beam
depolarization due to a randomized magnetic-field distribution in the
POS, prevent this typeof studies formost extended regions of clusters,
i.e., radio halos26,27. Thus, so far, no polarization mapping of magnetic
fields in radio halos has been carried out. This is one of the main
challenges faced by the next-generation radio facilities, such as the
Square Kilometer Array (SKA)28,29.

Based on a comprehensive understanding of the pervasive MHD
turbulence in the ICM, the refs. 30–32 introduced synchrotron inten-
sity gradient (SIG) as a way to map the magnetic fields. The fast tur-
bulent reconnection in MHD turbulence leads to the mixing of
magnetized plasma perpendicular to the direction of the local mag-
netic field. This results in anisotropic structures of turbulent velocity,
magnetic field, and synchrotron radiation elongating along the mag-
netic field33,34, as confirmed by numerical simulations35–38 and in situ
measurements in the solar wind39–41. As a result, the direction of SIG
determines the magnetic field, as was proven by comparing the mag-
netic fields traced by SIG and synchrotron polarization for the Milky
Waymagnetic fields30. This analysis was further substantiated through
numerical simulations that replicated the turbulent conditions within
the Milky Way30. Nevertheless, it is crucial to recognize that the nature
of turbulence within galaxy clusters is distinctly different from the
turbulence observed within the Milky Way42. Therefore, so far there
has been only one attempt to apply SIG for magnetic-field mapping in
the relaxed cluster Perseus32. The application assumed the Alfvén
scale, i.e., the scale at which magnetic fields become dynamically
important43, is observationally resolved. Based on the current study of
turbulence and magnetic-field strength in the ICM, the Alfvén scale is
constrained from 1 to 60 kpc (see methods, subsection “Synchrotron
intensity gradient”). However, our numerical simulations (see meth-
ods, subsection “Numerical tests”) demonstrated that resolving the
Alfvén scale is not essential for SIG. We showed that at scales larger
than the Alfvén scale, magnetic fields passively follow the motion of
the large-scale flow, with SIG aligned perpendicular to the magnetic
field, similar to the case when the Alfvén scale is resolved (see meth-
ods, subsection “Synchrotron intensity gradient”). This understanding
underlines our confident application of SIG to the ICM.

Here we apply SIG to five disturbed galaxy clusters (RXC
J1314.4-2515, Abell 2345, Abell 3376, MXCX J0352.4-7401, and El
Gordo), which are of particular interest in terms of magnetic-field
amplification and the acceleration of cosmic rays by magnetized
turbulence15,44, using high-resolution radio observations obtained
with the Jansky Very Large Array (JVLA)22,25 and the MeerKAT array45.
Our choice is motivated by the fact that magnetic fields in Abell
3376’s and El Gordo’s relics have already been studied by
polarization46,47, while the fields in the relics of RXC J1314.4-2515 and
Abell 2345 were also recently mapped22,25. Thus, these four clusters
provide a valuable test bed for applying SIG. Encouraged by the
consistency of the SIG results with observational and numerical
testing, we use SIG to map the magnetic fields in the MCXC J0352.4-
7401 cluster45 and we present the magnetic-field measurements in

RXC J1314.4-2515 and El Gordo radio halos, revealing the structure of
magnetic fields on the largest scales ever measured.

Results
Magnetic-field morphologies
In RXC J1314.4-2515, Abell 2345, Abell 3376, MCXC J0352.4-7401, and El
Gordo, we follow the SIG32 adapted to clusters as discussed in meth-
ods, subsection “Implementation” tomap Plane of Sky (POS)magnetic
fields in galaxy clusters RXC J1314.4-251525,45, Abell 234522, Abell 337645,
MCXC J0352.4-740145, and El Gordo45. We define the Alignment Mea-
sure (AM) to quantify the alignment of the SIG and the polarization
measurements: AM=2ðcos2θr � 1=2Þ, where θr is the relative angle
between the POSmagneticfield inferred from the twomethods.AM= 1
corresponds to a perfect parallel alignment, while AM= − 1 represents
a perpendicular alignment. The values of the AM are illustrated by
chromatically superimposing the values onto the magnetic-field vec-
tors as inferred from polarization measurements and are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, as well as Supplementary Fig. 1.

The detection of polarized synchrotron emission in radio relics in
the peripheral regions of RXC J1314.4-2515 and Abell 2345 has been
achieved through JVLA observation at a frequency range of
1–2GHz22,25. The resolution of the polarization signal, represented by
the full width and half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian beam, is
around 25″ (or 120 kpc) for RXC J1314.4-2515 and around 30.5″ (or
110 kpc) for Abell 2345. For RXC J1314.4-2515, SIG is calculated per pixel
(beam resolution about 7.6″ or 30 kpc) and averaged to FWHM about
25″, which is similar to that of polarization signal. As shown in Figs. 1
and 3, themagnetic fields inferred fromSIG and polarization are found
to be in agreement (overall AM about 0.70, with a standard deviation
of the mean around 0.01), aligned with the elongated intensity relics
along the south-north direction. The measured AM is a bit lower
compared to its AM obtained for SIG in Milky Way30. We attribute this
to the higher signal-to-noise and the smaller Faraday rotation effects in
the Milky Way case.

SIG and polarization are sensitive to variations of magnetic-field
orientation with beam size. As shown in methods, subsection
“Numerical tests”, AM decreases for a large beam. In addition, unlike
SIG, polarization is sensitive to Faraday rotation and Faraday depo-
larization. As a result, we do expect to see differences between the
polarization and SIGs. The systematic difference between the two
measures carries important information that sheds light on the dif-
ference in the physical mechanisms of the processes that reveal
magnetic-field direction, and this difference can be explored in future
studies to get deeper insight into the physics of ICM.

Similarly, in Abell 2345, we obtainAMaround0.6 (see Fig. 2). The
misalignment between the SIG and polarization in the south tail of
Abell 2345-E can be attributed to the potential uncertainties in both
measurements (see Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3). In particular, we
noticed that the misalignment is associated with a point source.
These sources induce synchrotron intensity gradients that are not
associated with magnetic fields. The removal of the point source
increases the correspondence between polarization and SIG increa-
ses. On the other hand, intensity jumps at shock fronts may induce
deviation in the SIG from that of the underlying magnetic field.
However, as we discuss in the Supplementary Information, section
“Uncertainty of the magnetic-field direction measured by the SIG”,
the contribution of the shock fronts becomesmarginal in the process
of the sub-block averaging method adopted in SIG. For the relics of
Abell 2345, the polarization resolution corresponds to FWHM about
30.5″, which is higher than that of SIG, which potentially also affects
the AM. Nevertheless, our study confirms the overall consistency
between the directions the polarization and SIG revealed. This find-
ing strengthens the rationale for using this technique in mapping
magnetic fields in galaxy clusters where polarization has not been
reported.
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Figures 4, 5, and 6 present the magnetic-field measurement of
themerging clusters Abell 3376, MXCX J0352.4-7401, and El Gordo
using the SIG. These clusters have different redshifts (z approxi-
mately 0.87 for El Gordo, 0.127 for MXCX J0352.4-7401, and 0.046
for Abell 3376). The SIG measurements are in agreement with
earlier partial polarization observations in Abell 3376’s double
relics46 and El Gordo’s west relic47. The magnetic fields associated
with radio galaxy jets and bent by ICM in Abell 3376 have also been
observed in the SIG measurement48. These earlier studies only
covered limited portions of the relics with detected polarization
signals, but the SIG measurements cover the entire structure and
provide complete magnetic-field maps. In addition, we present
the SIG-mapped magnetic field for the detected relics in MCXC
J0352.4-7401. Future high-resolution synchrotron intensity
observations will enable SIG to map magnetic fields at smaller
scales.

Measurement of polarized synchrotron emission in radio halos is
challenging due to the strong Faraday depolarization effect. SIG,
however, offers a unique solution to this problem as it is insensitive to
depolarization. As a result, SIG opens an avenue for studying the
magnetic field of radio halos. For example, in RXC J1314.4-2515 and El
Gordo, polarization is detected only in the double relics25 and the west
relic47, respectively. However, SIG provides a complete picture of the
magnetic fields in the entire cluster, including halos (see Figs. 1 and 6).

Due to the beam and LOS averaging, the gradient signals caused by
small-scale fluctuations are averaged out in the central radio halo. SIG,
however, remains sensitive to the large-scale component of the mag-
netic field (seemethods, subsection “Synchrotron intensity gradient”).
At low resolution, the magnetic field in RXC J1314.4-2515 (see Supple-
mentary Fig. 1) is preferentially aligned along themerger axis, whereas
on top of this behavior, vortex-like start appearing at higher resolution
(see Fig. 1), yet limited to effective 120 kpc resolution. Themaps clearly
show the transition between radio relics and halos, which are asso-
ciated with shockwaves where themagnetic field is compressed in the
direction perpendicular to the merger axis (see Supplementary Figs. 4
and 5).

Discussion
The reportedmagnetic-field structure testifies to the magnetic-field
amplification during galactic mergers. It is in line with previous RM
grid measurements22 and MHD simulations that predictedmagnetic
fields evolve with cluster dynamics16–19 (see Fig. 7 for an illustration).
The fields are stretched/stirred and further amplified by large-scale
bulk flows along themerger axis. On the other hand, the presence of
large-scale magnetic fields suggests that the magnetic-field ampli-
fication through turbulent dynamo is rather inefficient at its non-
linear stage, in which less than 10% of turbulent kinetic energy is
transferred to magnetic-field energy44,49. Thus, for stationary

Fig. 1 | The magnetic-field orientation of the RXC J1314.4-2515 galaxy cluster.
a The morphology of the magnetic fields is revealed through the Synchrotron
Intensity Gradient (SIG, FWHM around 25″ or 120 kpc). b The magnetic-field mor-
phology is revealed through JVLA synchrotron polarization at 3 GHz (FWHM
approximately 25’’). Each magnetic-field segment represents the SIG (or polariza-
tion) averaged for 6 × 6 pixels for visualization purposes. The colors of the polar-
ization segments represent theAMof the SIG andpolarization. Themagneticfield is

overlaid on the higher resolution synchrotron emission image from the MeerKAT
survey45 at 1.28 GHz (FWHM arond 7.6″ or 30 kpc). The pink contours represent
X-ray emission measured by the XMM-Newton and the dotted line indicates the
expected merger axis determined by radio images. The merger axis defined by
X-ray emission’s elongation is studied in the Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5. cA zoom-
in view of the magnetic field in RXC J1314.4-2515’s halo, indicated by the green box
in the top panel, is provided. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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Fig. 2 | The magnetic-field orientation of the Abell 2345 galaxy cluster.
a Synchrotron emission image of the Abell 2345 cluster observed with the JVLA at
1.5 GHz. The pink contours represent X-ray emission measured by the XMM-
Newton and the dotted line indicates the expectedmerger axis.b, c Same as Fig. 1a,
b, respectively, but for the Abell 2345 cluster’s subregions E (b) andW (c), indicated
by the green boxes in the a. The magnetic field inferred from the synchrotron

polarization and background emission image is from the JVLA observation at
1.5 GHz (FWHM approximately 30.5″ or 110 kpc). The resolution of Synchrotron
Intensity Gradient (SIG) measurement is approximately 50″ (or 180kpc). d, e same
aspanesb, c, respectively, but for theAbell 2345 cluster’s subregionW. Source data
are provided as a Source Data file.
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turbulence, it would take around ten of the longest eddy turnover
times for the magnetic field to reach equipartition with turbulence.
Since the merging of clusters did not last for such a long time, the
more prominent magnetic-field structures are formed through the
large-scale stretching caused by the flows resulting from the mer-
ger. We anticipate that there are more magnetic field stochasticity
on the small scale.

Our results open perspectives to map magnetic fields in
clusters and large-scale structures and allow for the comparison
between numerical expectations of merging clusters and obser-
vations. SIG’s ability to trace the galaxy clusters’magnetic fields is
confirmed by (a) MHD simulations presented in Fig. 8, (b) the
correspondence of SIG with polarization measurements in radio
relics (see Figs. 4 and 5), as well as (c) the correspondence of the
SIG-traced halo magnetic-field structure to those numerically
predicted in the refs. 16–19. Being insensitive to the Faraday
depolarization, SIG can be applied to many clusters with diffuse
radio emission, which is especially timely in view of the coming
SKA and the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR) observations. It opens
a unique way of using radio data for the regions where depolar-
ization masks and distorts the polarized signal. The prospects of
SIG get more exciting in view of recent LOFAR observations that
discovered synchrotron radiation on large scales (several Mpc),
on the outskirts of the cluster, or between massive cluster
pairs50–52. As soon as high signal-to-noise images of this very large-
scale synchrotron emission become available, SIG will also enable
us to map these largest-scale magnetic fields and study their sta-
tistic properties (see Supplementary Fig. 6 for an example of
the statistical analysis via the structure-function). This will pro-
vide constraints on the theories of magneto-genesis of magnetic
field and their role within large-scale structures of Universe
evolution.

Methods
Synchrotron intensity gradient
Synchrotron intensity gradient (SIG) introduced in refs. 30–32 is
extended in this paper for super-Alfvénic turbulence present in the
ICM. In the super-Alfvénic regime (i.e., MA > 1), turbulent motions
at the injection scale are hydrodynamic, and the kinetic energy of
the turbulence follows an isotropic Kolmogorov cascade (vl ≈ l1/3,
where vl is the velocity of the turbulence at scale l). However, at
smaller scales, the backreaction of the magnetic field becomes
stronger and the turbulence becomes anisotropic on the Alfvén
scale lA = LM

�3
A , where L is the injection scale53. The typical Alfvén

scale in galaxy clusters can be calculated as follows43:

lA ≈ 100
B
μG

� �3 L
300kpc

� �
vL

103kms�1

� ��3 ne

10�3cm�3

� ��3
2

pc, ð1Þ

where B is the magnetic-field strength, L is the injection scale of
turbulence, and ne is the electron number density. Based on typical
values of B (0.5–2.0μG), L (300–600 kpc), vL (100–300 km s−1), and ne
(10−3 cm−3) from literature25,54–59, the Alfvén scale lA ranges from
approximately 1–60 kpc. Note that quoted values of the physical
quantities are typically measured for cluster cores. In the edges of the
cluster, these values may be different.

At scales smaller than lA, the anisotropicMHD turbulence causes
the turbulent eddies to elongate along themagnetic field, resulting in
a gradient perpendicular to the field. At scales larger than lA, the
large-scale gas flows can still regulate the dynamically unimportant
magnetic field in the ICM, causing the field to follow or elongate
along large-scale structures, as shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, the actual
number of lA is not important for using SIG tomap themagnetic field,
because the gradients are perpendicular to the magnetic field in
both cases.

Comparison with polarization
SIG and synchrotron polarization are based on different physical
effects to reveal the magnetic field. While synchrotron polarization
emerges from the magnetic fields’ effects on relativistic electrons, SIG
is grounded in the interaction betweenmagneticfields and conducting
fluid. Notably,measurements obtained frombothmethods are subject
to the effects of LOS averaging. Given the expected scenariowhere the
LOS integration length for cluster halos surpasses the scale of
magnetic-field entanglement, turbulence-induced fluctuations are not
anticipated to manifest a preferential direction, instead accumulating
through a process akin to a random walk. These turbulence-driven
fluctuations play a pivotal role in decreasing the synchrotron polar-
ization fraction, known as Faraday depolarization. However, SIG is
immune to the depolarization effect, maintaining its reliability in tra-
cing the magnetic fields in super-Alfénic radio halos. As illustrated in
Fig. 8, the alignment between SIG and magnetic fields remains statis-
tically stable, even when the LOS integration length increases. On the
other side, polarization is sensitive not only to the value of the
magnetic-field strength that aligns parallel to the LOS but also to the
density of thermal electrons within the environment. Given that the
orientation of magnetic fields within galaxy clusters is subject to

Fig. 3 | Histograms of AM between the Synchrotron Intensity Gradient and
polarization. Histograms of AM (between the Synchrotron Intensity Gradient and
polarization) towards RXC J1314.4-2515 (a) and Abell 2345 (b). The maxima at

AM= 1 suggests an excellent alignment of magnetic fields revealed by the two
methods. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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changes along the LOS, there is a possibility for differences between
contributions to SIG and those to polarization.

A factor that can induce misalignment in observational applica-
tions is the beam size. This effect can be illustrated by considering a
particular example of a very large beam, which covers the full field of
view of the observation. Such a beam results in a constant intensity
map and the corresponding gradient vanishes, but polarization still
can give one magnetic-field orientation for this large beam. This beam
effect, therefore, reduces the alignment as shown in the right panel
of Fig. 8.

Implementation
In this study, SIG serves as the primary tool for analysis. The intensity
gradient calculated from the synchrotron intensity map (I(x, y)) allows
for mapping the orientation of magnetic fields. This is achieved
through a pixelized gradient map ψ(x, y) as follows:

5xIðx, yÞ= Iðx + 1, yÞ � Iðx, yÞ, ð2Þ

5yIðx, yÞ= Iðx, y+ 1Þ � Iðx, yÞ, ð3Þ

Fig. 4 | Themagnetic-field orientationof theAbell 3376galaxy cluster. aOverall
synchrotron emission intensity map from MeerKAT observation at 1.28GHz
(FWHM approximately 7″) of the Abell 3376 cluster. The cyan contours represent
X-ray emission obtained from the XMM-Newton archival observations65 and the

dotted line indicates the expected merger axis. b, c Themagnetic-field orientation
(FWHM approximately 24″ corresponding to a physical scale of 22 kpc), repre-
sented by white segments, in Abell 3376’s E (b) and W (c) relics (indicated by the
green boxes in a). Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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ψðx, yÞ= tan�1 5yIðx, yÞ
5xIðx, yÞ

� �
, ð4Þ

here, ▽xI(x, y) and ▽yI(x, y) represent the x and y components of the
gradient, respectively. Gradients are blanked out if their correspond-
ing intensity value is less than 3σ noise level.

The gradient map ψ(x, y) is further processed through the sub-
block averaging method60. This method involves taking all gradient
orientations within a sub-block of interest and applying Gaussian fit-
ting to the corresponding histogram. The peak value of the Gaussian
distribution represents the statistically most probable gradient
orientation within that sub-block. The averaging step ensures that
the resulting gradient direction incorporates turbulence’s statis-
tical properties. The processed gradient map is denoted as
ψs(x, y), and its uncertainty is related to the sub-block size. A lar-
ger sub-block size guarantees a sufficient amount of data for sta-
tistical fitting, leading to lower uncertainty. Typically, gradients
are averaged over 20 × 20-pixel sub-blocks, as this size has been
determined through previous numerical and observational

studies to guarantee sufficient statistics for extracting turbu-
lence’s properties61. To address the boundary effect in cases
where the number of data points at the edge of an intensity
structure may be less than 20 × 20 pixels, a minimum of 10 × 10
pixels is established for averaging.

The averaging procedure for each sub-block is independent.
However, this is not the case for actual magnetic-field lines,
necessitating a correlation of the averaged gradient with that of its
neighboring. This can be mathematically handled by performing
smoothing on the pseudo-Stokes parameters (Qg and Ug), which
are defined as:

Qgðx, yÞ= Iðx, yÞ cosð2ψsðx, yÞÞ, ð5Þ

Ugðx, yÞ= Iðx, yÞ sinð2ψsðx, yÞÞ, ð6Þ

ψgðx, yÞ=
1
2
tan�1 Ug

Qg

 !
, ð7Þ

Fig. 5 | The magnetic-field orientation of the MCXC J0352.4-7401 cluster.
aOverall synchrotron emission intensitymap fromMeerKATobservation at 1.28GHz
(FWHM approximately 7″) of the MCXC J0352.4-7401 clusters. The cyan contours
represent X-ray emission obtained from the XMM-Newton archival observations66

and the dotted line indicates the expected merger axis. b, c The magnetic-field
orientation (FWHM approximately 24″ corresponding to a physical scale of 62 kpc),
represented by white segments, in MCXC J0352.4-7401’s E (b) and N (c) relics (indi-
cated by the green boxes in a). Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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where ψg is the pseudo polarization angle. Similar to the synchrotron
polarization, ψB =ψg +π/2 gives the POS magnetic-field orientation.
The weighted intensity ensures that (i) Qg and Ug follow a Gaussian
distribution, which facilitates the smoothing of the pseudo-Stokes
parameters using a Gaussian filter. The FWHM of the Gaussian filter is

equal to the sub-block size. (ii) The magnetic fields mapped by SIG are
intensity-weighted, which is also the case for the magnetic field
inferred from synchrotron polarization weighted by the polarized
intensity.

Uncertainties
The uncertainty in SIG is mainly due to systematic errors in radio
images and the SIG algorithm itself. We calculated SIG’s uncertainty by
considering error propagation and blanked out the pixels in which the
uncertainty is larger than 30 degrees. We presented the uncertainty
maps in Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 and listed themedian value of the
uncertainty for each cluster in Table 2.

Numerical tests
A numerical test is presented for illustration purposes. In accordance
with the method described in the ref. 30, we utilize several 3D MHD
simulations of turbulence to synthesize synchrotron emission maps,
including the synchrotron intensity Is(x, y), Stokes parameters Qs(x, y)
and Us(x, y), and polarization angle ψ(x, y). Each simulation box is
divided into 5123 cells, with a turbulence injection scale of approximately
256 cells. The calculation of these maps is based on the following
equations:

Is =
Z

ne,rðB2
x +B

2
yÞBγ

?dz, ð8Þ

Qs =
Z

�ne,rðB2
x � B2

yÞBγ
?dz, ð9Þ

Fig. 7 | Cartoon illustration ofmagnetic-field evolution in clustermerger. In the
merging of two turbulent clusters (A): cluster-1 and cluster-2, the magnetic field is
draped and amplified at the merger (advancing) shock in the first phase (B), and

then thefield is stretched along themerger axis (C), andfinally it is further amplified
by turbulence generated in the cluster merger (D).

Fig. 6 | The magnetic-field orientation of the El Gordo cluster. The background
emission image is from MeerKAT observation at 1.28GHz (FWHM approximately
7″). The Synchrotron Intensity Gradient (SIG) measurement has a resolution of
FWHM approximately 24″ (or 400 kpc). Each white segment represents the SIG
averaged for 6 × 6 pixels for visualization purposes. The blue contours represent
the X-ray emission obtained from the Chandra archival observations67 and the
dotted line indicates the expected merger axis. Source data are provided as a
Source Data file.
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Us =
Z

�ne,rð2BxByÞBγ
?dz, ð10Þ

ψ=
1
2
tan�1 Us

Qs

� �
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the LOS, with Bx and By being the x and y components, respectively,
and ne,r is the density of relativistic electrons. In consideration of the
fact that the anisotropy of synchrotron emission is insensitive to the
spectral index of the electron energy distribution62, a homogeneous
and isotropic distributionwith spectral index α = 3 is adopted, yielding
an index of γ = (α − 3)/4.

An example is shown in the left panel of Fig. 8. The super-Alfvénic
condition of MA ≈ 3.2 leads to a turbulence length scale of lA ≈ 8 cells.
The magnetic-field orientation inferred from SIG globally agrees with
that derived from polarization (with an agreement measure of AM ≈
0.81). The AM values for other simulations are listed in Table 1, which
demonstrates the correspondence of the magnetic-field orientation
mapped by polarization and SIG.

Observations
The synchrotron emission images used in this work are produced with
JVLA (https://data.nrao.edu/portal/#/) and MeerKAT observations
(https://archive-gw-1.kat.ac.za/public/repository/10.48479/7epd-
w356/index.html). The summary of the dataset is presented in Table 2.

For RXC J1314.4-2515, polarization images with similar resolution
thanks to the images released by the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster Legacy
Survey Data Release 1. The high-resolution 1.28GHz image fromwhich
we derived the SIG measurements (see Fig. 1) has a beam size of
7.3″ × 7.6″ corresponding to a spatial resolution of about 30 kpc at
z =0.247. The RMS noise of this image is 5μJy/beam. Instead, a low-
resolution SIG image was obtained from the same JVLA dataset from
which we derived polarization (see Supplementary Fig. 1). This total
intensity image at 3GHz has a resolution of 17″ × 17″, corresponding to
66 kpc around, and an RMS noise of 13μJy/beam. This image is the

same as the one presented by the ref. 25 but smoothed with a circular
beam size. As for Abell 2345, the resolution beam of the 1.5 GHz JVLA
total intensity map in Fig. 2 is 19″ × 19″, corresponding to a spatial
resolution of 58 kpc at z = 0.179. With respect to the image presented
by the ref. 22, this has been smoothed to obtain a circular beam size.
The RMS noise is 80μJy/beam. In terms of Abell 3376, the resolution
beam of the 1.28GHz MeerKAT total intensity images of this cluster
shown in Fig. 4 is 7.4″ × 7.6″, corresponding to a spatial resolution of
approximately 7 kpc at z =0.046. The RMS noise is 3.1μJy/beam. For
MCXC J0352.4-7401 (Abell 3186), the total intensity 1.28GHzMeerKAT
images of this cluster shown in Fig. 5 have a resolution beam of
6.9″ × 7.1″. This corresponds to a spatial resolution of approximately
16 kpc at z =0.127. TheRMSnoise is 2.6μJy/beam.The resolution beam
of the total intensity 1.28GHz MeerKAT image of El Gordo shown in
Fig. 6 is 7.1” × 7.1”, corresponding to a physical resolution of approxi-
mately 55 kpc at z =0.87. The RMS noise is 1.5 μJy/beam.

Polarization measurements
We use the synchrotron polarization measurements obtained
from JVLA observations22,25. We only report here the main char-
acteristics of these observations while we refer to the original
works for a detailed explanation of the data analysis. The
magnetic-field orientation is defined as χB = χ0 + π/2, inferred from
the intrinsic polarization angle χ0 at the source obtained with the
Rotation Measure synthesis technique63. This is intended to cor-
rect the measured Faraday rotation to represent the magnetic-
field orientation at the relic.

Nevertheless, radio images can be affected by polarization
leakage between Stokes parameters due to instrumental effects.
The leakage from Stokes I to Q and U was estimated at less than
2%22,25. Since relics are highly polarized, the leakage should have a
marginal effect on the polarization angle estimates. The uncer-
tainty of mapping magnetic fields with polarization can also arise
from the adopted model of the distribution of thermal and rela-
tivistic electrons within the relics64. The uncertainty of the order
10∘ can serve as an estimate for the misalignment of polarization
and SIG vectors, which corresponds to the reported AM varia-
tion of ± 0.2.

The magnetic-field orientation images of the RXC J1314.4-2515
galaxy cluster were obtained from a 1–2GHz JVLA observation (with a
central frequency of 1.5 GHz and resolution beam of 25″) while a
2–4GHz JVLA observation (central frequency of 3 GHz and resolution
beam of 30.5″) was used for Abell 2345. The polarization images are
not smoothed further but re-gridded to match that of the SIG-
measured magnetic-field orientation spatially. Polarization images are
already masked to show only pixels detected with a corresponding
Gaussian significance level greater than 5σ, as explained in refs. 22,25.

Table 1 | Summary of global mean AM values in different
Alfvén Mach number MA conditions

MA 2.4 2.9 3.2 5.2 7.8

AM 0.92 0.93 0.81 0.88 0.92

The uncertainty of AM calculated from the standard deviation of themean is around 0.01–0.02.
Source data are provided as a Source Data file.

Fig. 8 | Numerical test of SIG. a Comparison of the magnetic-field orientation
inferred from Synchrotron Intensity Gradient (SIG, red segment) and polarization
(blue segment). b, c AM of magnetic fields inferred from SIG and polarization as a

function of the cluster’s LOS thickness (b) and the beam size (c). Polarization is
smoothed tomatch the resolution of SIG after averaging. Source data are provided
as a Source Data file.
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Data availability
The data are also accessible from the MeerKAT Galaxy Cluster
Legacy Survey Data Release 1: https://archive-gw-1.kat.ac.za/public/
repository/10.48479/7epd-w356/index.htmland JVLA data archive:
https://data.nrao.edu/portal/#/. The datasets generated and ana-
lyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding
authors upon request. Source data are provided in this paper.

Code availability
The simulations of MHD turbulence were conducted with the code
MHDFlows, which can be downloaded from: https://github.com/
MHDFlows/MHDFlows.jl. The analysis of the simulation data can be
done with any science program language (e.g., Julia) according to the
formulas provided explicitly in the manuscript. The SIG code sup-
porting the findings of this study is available from the corresponding
authors upon request. We have chosen not to publicly share the code
in order to protect proprietary algorithms and maintain compliance
with licensing agreements that restrict open distribution. We are
committed to fostering scientific collaboration and are happy to pro-
vide the code to interested researchers for the purpose of replicating
or building upon our findings.
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